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“Pennsylvania”
SONG BY DEE ADAMS

LYRICS ➤

SOURCE ➤

The unspoken misery, I have caused you so much pain
I don’t have to ask why
You guard your fences when I come walking up the path
You choose Pennsylvania over me every time

And it leaves me lonely
Even though I put you out of my mind
And it leaves me wounded
You choose Pennsylvania every time

If you long to understand me, and you cannot find my words
I can offer you some peace
Listen now, my song is but a melody of me
In four part harmony

And it leaves me lonely
Even though I put you out of my mind
And it leaves me wounded
You choose Pennsylvania every time

SONGMASTER BY ORSON SCOTT CARD
This fantasy novel’s imaginary universe overlaps with ours. Kidnapped at
an early age, Ansset is raised in isolation at a mystical retreat called the
Songhouse, where he is Esste’s prize pupil. The two spend nearly all their
time practicing and get to know each other deeply, communicating almost
entirely through song. Ansset’s life is filled with music, and having only
songs for companions, he develops a voice that is unlike any before. This
voice is both a blessing and a curse, for the young Songbird can reflect all
the hopes and fears his audience feels and, by magnifying their emotions,
can use his voice to heal—or to destroy. He becomes close to Mikal, em-
peror of the universe, in whose service he gains political and diplomatic
talents. But the second emperor betrays Ansset, leaving him with a broken
spirit. Ansset’s life story takes the reader all across the galaxy, including
such familiar places as Philadelphia, Mexico City, and Tegucigalpa.

lyrics © 2002 Dee Adams

SONGWRITER’S STATEMENT ➤
“After finishing Songmaster, I was moved for days. The idea of a world where singing
is the native language was enough to spark my interest, and Card’s writing style and
the gamut of emotions he puts the lead character through is riveting. Before I knew it,
I had a song that bridged my own emotions with those of Ansset’s, and had related it
the way the inhabitants of the Songhouse would have done, through song.”
—Dee Adams



Within the first few seconds of this song, you hear the swell of a sad elec-
tric guitar that sets a strong tone of longing. The singer’s voice meets the
guitar and continues the line out through the first verse. Her voice is unmis-
takably wrought with emotion. What seems to be an almost relentless sad-
ness is released—musically speaking—in each chorus, as her voice is
joined by others, easing that sense of solitude. The drum’s groove also
kicks in which takes up the energy. In the last chorus, the drums are pulled
out to feature the voice again, taking us back to the sparseness we heard
at the top of the song. Her voice floats out alone, and reinforces the im-
agery of the lyrics. The ending of the song, called the ‘outro,’ uses a com-
mon fade-out style, with the vocalist ad libbing some of the lyrics.

As with most SIBLs, you can use the song on its own, or in connection with
the book. The lesson plan below uses the song with adult learners. You
could use or adapt this model for any level, and as an introduction to the
book. The novel has a passionate following among science fiction and fan-
tasy fans. Over 300 pages, it may be too long for beginner readers or non-
science-fiction enthusiasts.

READ THE WORLD ➤ The novel Songmaster proposes music as a lan-
guage in which to communicate, instead of words. We use many different
“languages” (for example, pictures or gestures). We can “read” all kinds of
information—in the sense that we can get meaning from symbols and
signs—whether we can read text on a page or not. 

Use graphic novels, comic books, films, or songs in other languages for ex-
periential learning: what can you understand from other clues when you
cannot read or understand the written words themselves? 

Many people with low literacy skills are nonetheless excellent readers of
the world around them. Ask for examples from adult learners who have sur-
vived and succeeded in life despite literacy problems. High school or col-
lege students could search the internet for testimony and examples.

POINT OF VIEW IN THE NOVEL ➤ For the songwriter, Dee Adams, “the
most important parts of the story were the relationships between Esste and
Ansett (the deepest relationship), Ansett and Mikal (the most loyal), and Ans-
set and Riktors (the most painful).” In “Pennsylvania”, Dee Adams sings in
the character of Esste, the maternal lead character in Songmaster. Discuss
the lyrics as a reflection of Esste’s point of view. 

What do you think Ansett might have replied? 

Take other characters one by one, discuss what affected him or her most
strongly in the story, and suggest how s/he might summarize this. Students
could work on this in pairs or small groups, and then present and defend
their interpretations to the full group.
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MUSIC ➤

SUITABILITY ➤

LESSON 
SUGGESTIONS ➤



... LESSON 
SUGGESTIONS ➤

GENRE ➤ Science fiction focuses on the future. Some writers use an imag-
ined future to comment on what is happening in the present. This kind of sci-
ence fiction can be a close cousin of satire. Other science fiction focuses on
machinery and technology, and their effects on human life in the future. Sci-
ence fiction and fantasy make a good subject for internet and/or library re-
search. To start your own science fiction story, begin by completing this sen-
tence: “What if …?”
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This session was designed for adult learners by the Literacy Specialist of
Santa Fe Springs City Library. The lesson can be used or adapted for high
school or college groups.

The activities and questions work for tutor and learner in one-on-one conver-
sation, or as the basis for a group or class session.

Three or four one-hour classes depending on the level of discussion and
writing.

CD player and SIBL Chapter Two CD
Copies of the lyrics of “Pennsylvania”
Whiteboard or flip chart and markers

By the end of this series of lessons, the student will be able to:
• recognize music’s ability to create a mood and set a tone
• identify metaphors and connect them to the song’s message
• listen to a song and judge the music and lyrics separately 
• use and spell contractions correctly.

PREPARATION ➤ You may want to consult background information on figu-
rative language. Sources include http://www.pfmb.uni-mb.si/eng/dept/eng
/text/figlang.htm, and Pre-GED Writing, Steck-Vaughn Company.

SESSION ➤Listen to the song. Do not give an introduction or hand out lyrics.
Just listen.

Discuss the music only. What feelings did it evoke? For example, was it light-
hearted, sad, funny, calming, or angry? How would you describe the music?
For example, was it slow, fast, loud, quiet, repetitive? 

Who do you think the song is about? Are the lyrics gender-specific, or could
they be sung by anyone? For example, could a woman sing this to a man?
Could two brothers sing it, or a mother to a daughter? Does the song tell a
story, and if so, what is the story? Write a one-sentence summary of each
idea on the board or chart. There is no correct answer; listen to all sugges-
tions without critique.

Every listener is the expert in what the song means to them. It is interesting
to know what the songwriter intended, but even s/he cannot limit what the
song means to those who hear it. Once this is established, you may choose
to give an overview of the book and of the songwriter’s intentions, to satisfy

LEVEL ➤

PARTICIPANTS ➤

LENGTH ➤

MATERIALS ➤

OBJECTIVES ➤

ACTIVITIES ➤

Lesson Plan “What’s In a Song?”

ADULT LITERACY LEVEL • BY JERRY EDWARDS
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VOCABULARY ➤

FIGURATIVE 
LANGUAGE ➤

DISCUSSION ➤

students’ curiosity. Point out that, as with poetry and other forms of art,
songs invite differing interpretations.

After everyone has given their thoughts on the music, lyrics, and story, study
specific words from the lyrics:
misery: unpleasant or uncomfortable condition or feeling
guard: in this text, it is used as a verb meaning to protect
wounded: past tense of the verb to wound, meaning to hurt, to cause pain-
melody: a series of musical notes making up a tune
harmony: different musical notes that are played along with a melody to
complement it

Most songs have colorful phrases (metaphors and idiomatic expressions)
that cannot be interpreted literally. For a full sense of the song’s message, we
need to understand these expressions. Write these phrases on the board or
chart. After adequate discussion about their possible meanings, summarize
by writing the definition next to each one.
guard your fences: protect your feelings, remain aloof, avoid the other per-
son
you choose Pennsylvania over me every time: Pennsylvania represents
any place where the singer isn’t; distance, other choices
walking up the path: coming around or near, approaching
leaves me lonely: feeling alone, empty, or sad
I put you out of my mind: I make a big effort to stop thinking about you
leaves me wounded: hurts me deeply
you cannot find my words: you don’t understand what I said, or why I said it
my song is but a melody of me in four-part harmony: here, we need some
reference to the book. In the imaginary world of Songmaster, characters
communicate not in words but through music. Because people are compli-
cated, Dee Adams felt that the character cannot be expressed in a simple
melody; she is instead like a four-part harmony. Dee goes on to explain, “I
saw this wonderful creative parallel: in becoming close with someone, you
must also sift through extra ‘notes’ in order to find the melody of that per-
son.”

Listen to the song again, reading the lyrics this time. Discuss differences from
the first listening. Then go on to discussion questions. These can be oral or
written.
a. What is the message of the song?
b. Does the singer resolve her feelings? If yes, how? And if no, what leads
you to believe this?
c. What possible “unspoken misery” could have been inflicted?
d. Have you ever said something that was misunderstood? Have you said
something that was understood, but that the other person couldn’t accept?
Were you ever the person who didn’t understand or couldn’t accept what
was said to you? Did you resolve it or just let it go? Do you still feel hurt by
the misunderstanding?
e. What “peace” did the singer offer?
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Listen to the song again, reflecting on the discussion. Do you like the song?

Use the lyrics to introduce word-attack skills practice. Contractions are used
in informal writing, such as stories, personal letters, songs, and poetry: the
second line of “Pennsylvania” gives us an example. A common error is mis-
placing the apostrophe. Remind students that the apostrophe takes the
place of the missing letter and that letter is always (without exception!) in the
second word. The apostrophe cannot go any place else! Dictate the following
list, making sure to check students’ ability to write both the contraction as
well as the two words. For example:

Write the contraction for the words he is. (he’s)
What two words make the contraction shouldn’t? (should not)

Two Words Contraction Sample Sentence
I am I’m I’m going to the zoo.
we are we’re We’re meeting at six o’clock.
you are you’re You’re my best friend.
they are they’re They’re going to the movies.
he is he’s I know he’s your brother.
here is here’s Here’s that book I told you about.
it is it’s It’s time to go home.
she is she’s She’s coming over to my house today.
that is that’s That’s the cutest puppy.
there is there’s There’s no reason to wear a coat indoors.
what is what’s What’s wrong with this picture?
who is who’s Who’s going to Jack’s party?
let us let’s Let’s have ice cream!
I would I’d I’d like to buy my sister a present.
you would you’d I knew you’d be happy about that.
he would he’d I wish he’d return my book.
she would she’d Mary said she’d like to go shopping.
we would we’d We’d probably have fun at the beach.
they would they’d I think they’d enjoy that show.
I have I’ve I’ve been thinking about my vacation.
you have you’ve You’ve got a nice house.
we have we’ve I think we’ve been here before.
they have they’ve They’ve seen that movie six times.
are not aren’t Aren’t you tired?
can not can’t I can’t go out tonight.
could not couldn’t I couldn’t get there in time.
did not didn’t She didn’t like that story.
do not don’t Don’t ever lie to me again!
does not doesn’t Bob doesn’t go to this school.
has not hasn’t The new family hasn’t moved in yet.
is not isn’t It isn’t time yet to go to bed.
should not shouldn’t You shouldn’t eat seven cupcakes.
was not wasn’t The food wasn’t very good.
were not weren’t Weren’t you at the park yesterday?

WORD ATTACK➤
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CHECK ➤

FOLLOW-UP ➤

Discuss don’t, doesn’t, isn’t, and ain’t. Although ain’t is heard and used a
lot, it is a slang expression and not a word! 

I ain’t going should be I’m not going.
That ain’t funny should be That isn’t funny. 
It ain’t no good should be It isn’t any good. (Not and no are both

negatives and cannot appear in the same sentence. Replace no with any.)

If students are not sure which is correct, replace the contraction with the
two-word full form, and hear how it sounds. Usually, it is easy to distinguish
the correct version. For example:

He don’t know that becomes He do not know that. That sounds in
correct, so it must be:
He doesn’t know that, which becomes He does not know that.

Only use don’t with I, you, we, and they. For example:
I don’t know you. (I do not know you.)
You don’t have the correct change. (You do not have the correct 
change.)
We don’t have enough gas to get to the park. (We do not have 
enough gas to get to the park.
They don’t eat meat on Fridays. (They do not eat meat on Fridays.)

Only use doesn’t with he, she, and it. For example:
He doesn’t go to practice every week. (He does not go to practice 
every week.)
She doesn’t have a wrench to fix the pipe. (She does not have a 
wrench to fix the pipe.)
It doesn’t look like it will rain today. (It does not look like it will rain 
today.)

Which pairs of words in the lyrics can be contracted? 
(I’ve caused in line 1, you can’t find in line 9, my song’s but a melody in line
11.)

Have students print out and read the lyrics to a favorite song (go to
lyrics.com, lyricsfreak.com, or sing365.com). Are the words the same in
print as the students remember them in song? Discuss any differences.
Find the metaphors. What do they mean? How does the music fit the
lyrics? Can one listen to the song solely for the lyrics, the music, or must it
be for both? Give examples.  
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